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Synopsis
Recently, a lot of systems to provide some regional sightseeing information by sound or WEB
pages are introduced. However these systems have some demerits like the preparation and lack of the sense
of reality. Sound and picture can deliver more information than text and can give a sense of reality. On the
other hand, nowadays, most people have mobile phone and they can get much information easily by it.
Consider that the performance of the mobile improved the possibility to manage new system to
provide regional sightseeing information putting two merits mentioned above together is realized. This study
builds a system that is easy to use for practical use.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Regional sightseeing infon11ation can be fed off by mobile WEB pages. It's easy for users because
they have been used to operate it and it can feed off in any place. However it doesn't have the sense of reality
and can't provide exciting and abundant information.
On the other hand, there are a lot of systems to provide information by sound, already. They can be
classified into 2 groups.
I) Using some rental tools to play sounds, pictures and texts (ex. PDA).
2) Letting download sound files to user's own MP3 player in advance.
They have merits that can provide information with the sense of reality and more information than
using text only. However 1) needs to collect tools, so it can operate only the shut place like museums. 2)
needs to prepare in advance, so it is intended for only tourist who want to sightseeing.
The improvement of the performance of the mobile phone in recent years enables to combine their
advantage points and be caused to arise the possibility to build new style mobile phone based town guide
system.
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1.2 Purpose
It is considered to provide the regional sightseeing information extend the sojourn time of visitors,
because they may be interested the area if only a little. The extending of sojourn time must cause activity
of the area. The final purpose of this study is to extend the sojourn time in an area by using new style
mobile phone based town guide system.
A lot of system existing is operated to achieve the same purpose. However they don't have the
sense of reality, impact to attract user's interest and device to enhance recurrent migration perfonnance.
Emphasizing two elements, to bring visitors in the system and to indulge users in the area are necessary to
achieve the purpose. In this study, we build an experiment system with their elements. The system is
composed with three functions, WEB pages, sound files and tour plans. We investigate each three functions
basis on the elements. After that, we calTY out hearing and derive some tasks from the system.
1.3 Outline of the system
This system intends for "incident tourist", visitors whose purpose of the visit is excluding
sightseeing. It is deployed in the area like downtown, where is no evident start and goal point. We show the
feature of the system in follow.
"Element to bring visitors in the system" is them;
I) The map of present place which users can confirm their own position everywhere by using study result
about positional specific base,
2) Sound file with some pictures to give impacts and sense of reality to users.
"Element to indulge users in the area" is them;
I) Tour plan that collect some spots along same one theme,
2) Links of WEB pages to encourage user's recurrent migration.
2. Process of this study
The process of this study is shown in Fig.l. This study is basis on tour plan for case study. As
previous step of making tour plan, we made a database. This study is made up of three parts. They are Tour
plan, WEB pages and Sound files. This study carry on each parts separately, however they are nearly
connected and support each other.
3. Contents
There are 2 contents in this study. Individual contents are like each spot's information pages and
map pages. Its function is improving user's convenience in all kinds of occasion that the user will
encounter. In other words, it fills up the element to bring visitors in the system. General contents are tour
themes and tour plans. It positions as a source of information of individual contents. It fil1s up the element
to indulge users in the area. [t was considered detail about the 2 contents below.
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Fig.l Process of this study
3.1 General contents
3.1.1 Making a Database
We made a database of "Osaka-j inn", it has published every month and provided a lot of
information about culture, history, food, building, town and people of Osaka. This database has broad
utility for all relating study, and in this study, it was the information source to make universal tour plan. we
picked up all 126 magazines published in about ten years(January, 1998"-'August,2008), and made a
verbatim of their contents pages rightly. The contents pages include volume number, date of issue, special
topic, number of pages, contents of atiicles and writer's name. Number of characters is about 750 words
per a volume. It had about 15 minutes to make one volume of database.
3.1.2 Tour theme
To decide tour theme, we configure "keyword". We restricted the Keyword person. It rerates with
all special topics like culture, history and so on. The method to configure keyword IS by web search
(Google search). The process is shown belovv.
1) Pick up the name of person hom the database. People \vho appear the database were a total of 76.
2) Configure target area. III this study, as a dovvntm-vn other than popular sightseeing area, we select
Naniwa-district, Tennoji-district and Chu-o-district for case study.
3) Put together keY\\iord and target area, Search on web under the qualification. Detail is shO\vn in Table I.
We have searched 228 tin1es, 76 keywords by 3 districts. for a week.
4) Rank result of the search in order of hits. Assumed that there is a lot of usefu I information about people
in the top 10 of ranking, we browse 20 WEB sites about each 10 people.
S) In 20 WEB sites of each people, we have picked up useful WEB sites to make tour plan. Useful \VEB
sites is like official sightseeing information. personal travel report and life history.
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6) Decide tour theme. In this study, the tour theme is Beicho Katsura, rakugo performer. This is because,
useful \\TEB sites about him are the most.
Table 1 Qualification on the WEB search
Search words to fill
ql:lalification words not to fill
Object language
Object area
Type of file
Object place
target area (ristrict's name), keyword
words associated with business
Japanese
Japan
other than PDF
all of WEB pages
3.1.3 Tour plan
Tour plan is a collective of several spots which is collected along with the theme. By using WEB
search and literature data about Beicho Katsura. we select 11 spots in the area.
3.2 Individual Contents
Individual contents are WEB pages to show sightseeing information of each spots and maps.
Their tile format is html. We made total of 35 pages. All pages are light to accept functional limitation of
mobile phone and be innovated "number access key system" for user-convenience.
Each spot pages show footnotes of the spot and have some links to other pages. It's in follows.
[I] Map of present location
[2] Map of the spot
[3] The way from user's present location to the spot
[4] Other spot pages
All map images are copied from Google map and cut into 240*320 pixels, it popular display size
of mobile phone. [I] and [3] can be scrolled circumference.
.... Shortcut connection between bmncbes
Individual contents are communicated each other. HO\,vever, moreover there are top page as basic
of all pages and table of contents pages as middle classification. Links between pages are important part in
the system because it is needed accepting user's instinctive operation. In this study, we made a part
forming the basis of the WEB system, and connect individual contents with basis by supposing using flow
of this system and renovating the system in existence.
4.1 Assumption using flow
Based on assumption that incidental tourist must not know much about the area, we considered
the using flow. It is Fig.2 in follows. At first, incident tourist will make sLlre their own present location.
After that they will choice their favorite spot or a spot in their neighborhood.
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4.2 Connect all pages
Fig.3 shows connections of all \VEB pages.
The concept of connecting pages is act up to initial 2 elements. The features are in follo'vvs.
[1] Put in Mutual link beruieen the map of the spot and information page of the spot. It was the task
inlproving on the sy·stenl in existence (Hirabayashi tOvvn N!\.VI:< operating "in SUlninoe-district,
Osaka-city)
[2] Put in the link fi'om top page to any map images. This is because user can view this system as a map.
[3] Connect any pages of spots to each other. There are 2 types of link, first, link to the nearest spots,
second. link to the spots in the same tour to correspond each user.
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5. Sound systems
Sound files take a role that appeal to visitor, give the sense of reality and provide a large amount of
effective information than text in the system. Now, we call the file which put together man-made voice and
some pictures "sound tiles". Hovvever pretty soon, we will bring providing moving image into vie,\'.
\Ve made a number of sound tiles. They are all different in the way of providing, download or
streaming, the number of pictures in one sound file, the way of delivering, divide or package.
5.1 Sound files
First we made text file as the base of sound files. In this study, relating the tour theme, the text
file is the short story of rakugo, Inari-guruma. 2 types of text, full version and intra version were prepared.
The preparation method of sound files is in follow.
l) Read out the text by "softalk", it is free software on WEB.
2) Save the voice as wave sound tiles.
3) Put together the sound file and some picture (GIF file) by LJJead Video Studio, movie edit software.
4) Save the file as MPEG movie files.
5.2 The conversion ro.· mobile
The tiles were converted to 3GPP2 sound file by Quick Time Pro. The tile format can play on
mobile phone. Under converting. we set the bitrates of pictures and sounds. the way of deliver. Bitrates is
the numerical value of quality of pictures and sound. If the number is larger, the quality is higher.
Differences of the way of deliver downloading or streaming is shown in Fig.3
Streaming is the way of deliver files. It does transferring and playing at one time. So it can cut
down the time for waiting. In this study, 3seconds shorter than the way dovmload. However its restriction
of dimension for mobile is tight it's until 140KB. So its quality is lower than the ,vay download.
On the other hand. Downloading is cost more time than the former. The restriction of dimension
is until l.5MB. So its quality is higher. However it cannot be expressed difference in the quality on the
display. It also can deliver some pictures in one sound tile.
Five accomplished files' feature is in tabJe2.
Download .1-,IJ,R.Pc==t=~:~
play =>
cut down
Fig.3 Difference between download and streaming
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Table 2 The accomplished files spec
File name intra •. short L•• short 2 long s long m
picture· the ammount of pctures I 6
sound words 126 232 219 452
time(s) 21 36 72
dimension(KB) 82 LL6 115 126 127
v.,·-----···-----·····.···.··--·--··· .. ···
the wayofdeliver streaming download
movie video datarate
3 6
frame rate I
datarate 7950
audio sample: rate 8000
channel monoral
6. Evaluation of the system
6.1 Evaluation of WEB system
The WEB system was evaluated by healing. The way was that after received an explanation and
using this system basis on specified flow in an arbitrary manner, exam inees (7 people who is habituated for
operating mobile phone, 3 people \vho isn't) gave advice about operability, needs for addition of function
and impression on the level.
We also asked them some question about contents and operability in flux. The questions were
separated 5 groups of using steps (start, travel, sightseeing, re-travels, after-using).
This is why that \ve used the method, healing, this system is in experimental level and half.·done
so, it is considered too difficult that to collect fully numerical answer by questionnaire.
Resultant answer is shown in Table 3.it was written up line by-line.
6.2 Evaluation of sound system
Healing about sound system clarified that which way of delivery is the best. We prepared 4
sample combinations used 5 sample files. It's shown in Table 4.
We explained difference of each sample combination, and let examinees go through transferring
and listening. After that, we let them select the best pattern of 4samples. /\ccording to conclusion of
healing, it clarified that pattern J and 4 is appreciated. That reasons are streaming is easy to use, the change
of some pictures is interesting in visual.
General contents
Individual contents
Shortcut connection
Table 3
pros
Tour plan along one theme
Number access key
Mutual iink (map and spot)
Link. to the nearest spot
Resultant answer
cons
Fuzziness of tOLlr theme
Messy of scroll
Volume of display element
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needs
TOLlr for each user
Needs for pictures
Link to extemal
Table 4 Four samples pattern of sound files
the way of delivery body intra number of pictures
Pattarn 1 st!e~'21_~g divide nonexistence 2
...-....... ', ..,.w.·.·..."
Pattarn2 download package nonexistence 1
............
Pattarn3 streaming+download package existence 2
"
Pattarn4 download package nonexistence 6
7. Deliberation of imp.·ovement
According to the conclusion of the healing, it can be made sure that shOltcut connections bet'vveen
WEB pages are just as well. and it is open to wait until playing sound files. We show tasks of this system.
[1] General contents
Accommodating with each users, it is need to make a selection the area for real and clarifY how to make
the tour plan based on user's own taste.
[2] Individual contents
To give more impact in visual, it is need to improve each WEB page text-centered to picture-centered.
[3] ShOltcut connections
It is need to compose the shortcut connection that for a number of media. It has roots in the needs for
photos, pictures and movie.
[4] Sound files
To make movies that cleared restriction for mobile phone. To clarify the separate line the way of del iver.
8. Conclusion
In this study. we aimed to build a town guide system for downtown; there is no significant
sightseeing area. Not only WEn systems but also tour plans based on database to irnprove visitor's sojourn
time in the area and sound systems to give an impact to user fulfilled the system.
However, tbe low quality of the system didn't make the evaluation completely rightness. So it
must be improved based on the conclusions of healing, and qualified about general contents, It is need to
renovate substance by going through with community resident and so on. It \;vill make the system
impractical.
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